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We study the behaviour of the Lyapounov exponent of the solution of dX, = AX, dt + D I:_, BkX, 0 d W: , 
as ~+a. We obtain the exact behaviour in two cases for arbitrary dimensions, and in most cases for 
the two dimensional equation. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following linear differential system perturbed by white noise: 
dX,=AX,dt+a C BkX,OdW; 
k=l 
(1.1) 
where X, takes values in I?, and ‘0’ stands for Stratonovich integral. 
It is well known-see Arnold, Crauel and Wihstutz [l] - that an unstable 
deterministic system may be stabilized by noise, i.e. equation (1.1) with U> 0 and 
large enough may be stable, while it is unstable in the case (T= 0. A similar 
phenomenon, with noise replaced by a periodic deterministic function, is known in 
automatic control under the name of ‘vibrational control’, see Meerkov [6], Bellman, 
Bentsman and Meerkov [4]. But this happens only with very particular choices of 
matrices B, , . . . , B,, and one expects that generically the noise has essentially a 
destabilizing effect on (l.l), i.e. in case the system (1.1) is stable for v = 0, it becomes 
unstable for large enough u. 
The aim of this paper is to make precise the behaviour of the Lyapounov exponent 
A, of system (l.l), as u+ ~0. In particular, we shall give conditions under which A,, 
remains bounded as u + ~0, and conditions under which A, tends to ~0, as (T + 00. 
In case d = 2, we shall decide between these two behaviours in all cases. Moreover, 
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the exact rate of growth to infinity will be given under a condition which is satisfied 
in most cases with r 2 2. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the hypotheses and recall 
the definition and characterization of the Lyapounov exponent A, of system (1.1). 
In Section 3, we treat the case where A, G ho. In Section 4, we consider the case 
where A, grows as c(T~, as (T + co. In Section 5, we restrict ourselves to the case 
d = 2, and study the cases which have not been covered in the previous sections. 
Some of the techniques we use below are similar to those which were used in [8] 
to study the small noise case and in [9] to investigate nilpotent systems. 
2. Definition and characterization of the Lyapounov exponent A, 
Let { W:, t 2 0; k = 1, . . . , r} be r mutually independent Wiener processes, and X0 
a random vector with values in Rd -{O}, which is supposed to be independent of 
{ W:, t 3 0: 1 G k s r}, defined on a probability space (0, 5, P). For u E R, let 
{X;, t > 0) be the d-dimensional stochastic process which solves the Stratonovich 
stochastic differential equation 
I 
I 
I 
, 
x:=x”+ AX:ds+u i B,X:odW;. (2.1) 
0 k=l 0 
Due to the homogeneity of (2.1), the SdP’-valued process U;‘= ]]X~]l-‘X~ is 
itself a diffusion process, which solves 
u; = IlX,ll -‘x0+ ‘h(A, U:)ds+a i 
I 
f 
h(&, U:)odW: (2.2) 
k=l o 
where h(C, U) = Cu - (CU, u)u for any d x d matrix C. Moreover, 
IIXYII = IIXollexp [~oW:)+~2q,W31 &+a 
(2.3) 
where the last integrals are of It6 type, 
q&n) = (An, n), Pk(U) = (Bku, u), 
q,(u)=; i {(B;u, u)+lBku12-2(Bku, u)‘}. 
k=l 
Let Pd-’ denote the projective space which is obtained from SdP’ by identifying 
opposite points. Since h(C, -u)= -h(C, u), h(A, .), h(B,, .), . . . , h(Bk, *) may be 
viewed as vector fields over Pd-‘, and equation (2.2) as an equation on Pd-‘. Since 
moreover qo(-u) = qo(u), pk(-u) =&(u), 4,(-u) = q,(u), (2.3) remains valid with 
this new definition of Uy. 
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Since adding cl, where I denotes the identity d x d matrix, to any Bk does not 
affect the quantities we want to compute, we will from now on, without loss of 
generality, assume: 
TrB,=...=TrB,=O. (2.4) 
We now formulate two conditions on A, B,, . . . , Bk. 
3 V, proper subspace of Rd, invariant under A, B1, . . . , Bk. (2.5) 
dim LA{h(A, .), h(B,, s), . . . , h(B,, .)}(u)=d-1 VUE$~-‘, (2.6) 
where LA{ } denotes the Lie algebra of vector fields generated by those vector fields 
appearing between the brackets. Clearly (2.6) implies (2.5). (2.5) is the so-called 
‘irreducibility condition’ (see Bougerol and Lacroix [5]); it implies that any invariant 
measure of {Up} cannot have its support included in a proper sub-vectorspace of 
Rd. (2.6) is the Hijrmander condition which guarantees the hypoellipticity of the 
infinitesimal generator of { Uy} and hence that any invariant measure of { Uy} has 
a C” density. Condition (2.5) will be supposed to hold throughout the paper. We have 
the following result, see Bougerol and Lacroix [5] and Arnold, Oeljeklaus and 
Pardoux [2]: 
Theorem 2.1. Under hypothesis (2.5), for all (T > 0, there exists h, E R s. t. 
$loglJX;II + A, a.s., as t+ +co, 
and A, = jpd-l (qO( u) + 02q,( u)) dp,( u), where t_~~ is any invariant measure of { UY}. 
Moreover, A, > (l/d) Tr A, unless there exists an invertible d x d matrix Q such that 
Q(A-+A ) I Q-‘, QB,Q-‘, . . . , QBrQ-’ 
are skew-symmetric, in which case A, = (l/d) Tr A VUE R ((2.4) is supposed to be in 
force). Finally, under the hypothesis (2.6), the invariant measure t_~_ is unique. •i 
We note that, since a time change does not affect the invariant measure of a 
process, pu, is also an invariant measure of {UT}, the solution of 
0: = I]x,ll-lx~+-$ 
I 
I 
h(A, a:) ds+ i 
I 
f 
h(Bk, u;)adW,k. (2.7) 
0 k=l 0 
Obviously, {purr, v > 0) is tight, and it is easily checked that the limit of any weakly 
converging subsequence {pu,,,  n E N}, with a, + + 00, is an invariant measure of the 
diffusion process iJ, which solves 
h(Bk, q,)odW:. (2.8) 
We now consider conditions which are restrictions of (2.5) and (2.6) respectively. 
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2 V, proper subspace of IWd, invariant under B,, . . . , Bk. 
dimLA{h(B,;),...,h(B,;)}(u)=d-1 VUE:$~~‘. 
(2.10) is called the ‘restricted Hormander condition’. 
It follows from the above remarks and Theorem 2.1: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Proposition 2.2. Any accumulation point of any sequence t_~,,~, with u,, + co, is an 
invariant measure p.4 of the process {a,}. Under condition (2.10), CL, + pco as u + CO, 
where t_~, is the unique invariant measure of {Z.?,}. 0 
3. The case of a stabilizing noise 
Recall that Tr Bk = 0, 1~ k G r. In this section, we assume the following: 
For some Q E Gl( d, R), 
QBQ,Q-‘, QBZQP1,. . . , QBQ’ are skew-symmetric. (3.1) 
In this situation without loss of generality the matrices B, , . . . , B, themselves can 
be considered being skew-symmetric (if necessary after having chosen the appropri- 
ate coordinate system). Then q,(u) = 0 and 
A,= e(u) 4-du). 
By Theorem 2.1 either (l/d) Tr A = A, or (l/d) Tr A < A,, depending on whether 
Q(A-(iTrA),)Q-i (orA-(iTrA)1) 
is also skew-symmetric or not. In the former case q”(u) = (l/d) Tr A and with 
/A,:= sup{q,(u); u EPdP’}, 
(l/d) Tr A = A, = A,, . In the latter case q,, cannot equal A0 on all of supp /-L ; otherwise, 
by virtue of (2.5), q0 would attain the supremum A,, at d linearly independent sites 
Ul,..., nd E supp p and therefore be constant equal to A0 on all of PdP’; in particular, 
for all standard unit vectors ei, a,, = (ei, Ae,) = qO(ei) = A,,, thus A,, = (l/d) Tr A and 
A, = A0 = (l/d) Tr A. But if there is a USE supp p with qO(uO) < A”, then since q0 is 
continuous, A, <ho. So we have proved: 
Theorem 3.1. Zf condition (3.1) holds, then 
iTrA<A,<A,,, u> 0, 
unless there exists a QEGl(d,R) such that Q(A-(l/d) Tr A)Z)Q-‘, 
QB,Q-‘, . _ . , QBQ’ are skew-symmetric, in which case 
iTrA=A,=A,,, cr> 0. 0 
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Corollary 3.2. Zf moreover condition (2.9) is satisjed, then 
A,+ A,, asu+CO, 
where 
A,= J PDF, du)G(u) = f Tr A. 
(Here p denotes the uniform probability measure on PdP’.) 
Proof. Under the condition (3.1) of skew-symmetry the generator 
L, :=; i h(Bk, u)’ 
k=l 
of (2.8) is self-adjoint, since for any vectorfield Xk on pd-‘, Xz = -X, - div X, and 
for X, = h( Bk, u) under (3.1) Xk = B,u and div X, = 0. It follows that for any constant 
function J; LTf = L, f = 0. Therefore the uniform measure is an invariant measure 
of (2.8). We now use Proposition 2.2. Let u, be a sequence converging to + 00, such 
that pu,,, converges to an invariant measure /Ci of (2.8). Then 
A,,% = J pd~l (u, Au) d/-+(u)+ J pd _I , Au) db(u). 
But from Theorem 2.1 the quantity (+I (u, Au) dF(u) does not depend on the 
choice of the invariant measure /i of (2.8). Hence, as (T + 00, 
L+ J pd_,(~,Au)dp(u)=iTrA=l,. q 
Example 3.3. Let d = 2, 
with a1 f a>, 
r=l and 
B= 
Then pcL, is the Lebesgue measure on IP’ and &=$(a, + a2). 
4. The case of a destabilizing noise 
In this section, we assume both that the condition (3.1) is not satisfied, and that 
condition (2.9) holds. Let us denote by {U, ; t 2 0) the Markov process with values 
in pdpl, whose infinitesimal generator is given by 
LI =i i (h(B,, .)V,J2 
k=l 
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where V, denotes the gradient with respect to U. From Theorem 2.1, 
A, = I PDF, (qo(u)+ u2q,(u)) d/-du). 
It is easily deduced from the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 3.2 that 
I 
p‘,~, q,(n) dAu) + 
I 
pd_, q,(n) dpu,(n), o+ ~0, 
where p., is any invariant measure of {U,}. Theorem 2.1 applied to {U,} implies 
that the above limit is strictly positive, since (3.1) is not satisfied. Moreover, 
where x,,/ u* + 0, as u + CO. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that condition (2.9) is satisjied, and that (3.1) does not hold. 
Then there exists h > 0 such that 
A, = a’h + h,, 
where x,/a’+ 0, as w + ~0. q 
We now assume that the restricted Hormander condition (2.10) holds, and we 
shall give an asymptotic expansion of A,. It follows from (2.10) that {U,} is uniformly 
recurrent (its unique invariant measure is &, see e.g. Proposition 6.1 in Orey [7]. 
This essentially means that for any g E C(p”-‘) with p&g) = 0, there exists a, b > 
0 s.t. 
&k( VII c 0 e -h’ vu E pd-‘. 
It is then easy to deduce: 
Lemma 4.2. Under condition (2.10), ifg E C(Pd-‘) and p&g) = 0, then the Poisson 
equation 
L,f=g 
has the solution 
&M u,)l dt. 0 
It follows from the hypoellipticity of L, that the solution found in Lemma 4.2 is 
C”. 
Proposition 4.3. There exists a sequence (h, A~, A,, . . . , A,, . . .) of real numbers, such 
that h>O and VkEN, 
h,=~2h+h”+~+ *. 
U2 
. +*+O(a-‘k-2). 
u 
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Proof. We choose i = PJq,), and define f0 as the smooth solution -given by 
Lemma 4.2 - of the equation 
L,fo = q1 -X. 
We then choose A0 = p&q,- Lo.&), where Lo= (h(A, .), V,), and define f, as the 
smooth solution -given by Lemma 4.2 - of the equation 
L,fi = 90 - -&fo - A0 
We then choose Ai = -pLm(LOfi), and define f2 by 
Lf2=-Ml-Al. 
Similarly, for k = 2,3, . . . , we define recursively hk = -pso(Lofk), and fktl as the 
smooth solution of 
Llfk+l = - LOfk - hk. 
Multiplying the equation for fk+* by a-2k, and summing up, we obtain 
(,!++a2L,)(fo+(T-2f,+ '. ' +(Tp2kfk+w-2k-2fk+,) 
= qo+ cT2q, - a2ii -ho- F2A, - * * . - KzkAk - CP(2k+2)(Ak+,  L, fk+2). 
Integrating both sides of this identity with respect to pu,, we obtain 
A, = a21 + Ao+ F2A, + * . . + a-2kAk + F(2k+2)rk,w 
where Irk,,1 S c Vu > 0. 0 
We have shown that when (3.1) is not satisfied, and (2.10) holds, A, behaves like 
/ru2+ x0, with A > 0, as u tends to infinity. 
It remains to consider the case where neither (3.1) nor (2.10) is satisfied. We will 
consider this last case only for d = 2. 
5. The two dimensional degenerate case 
In this section, we assume that d =2, and (3.1) does not hold. As in the rest of the 
paper, we assume that (2.5) holds, which is in this case d = 2 equivalent to (2.6). 
Moreover, we assume that (2.10) (or equivalently (2.9)) does not hold, i.e. there is 
at least one point u EP=P”, such that 
h(B,,u)=...=h(B,,u)=O. 
This means that each Bi has at least one real eigenvalue, and that at least one 
eigendirection is shared by all the Bi’s. Note that (2.6) implies that at any point u 
where all h(&, U) vanish, h(A, u) # 0. We will consider successively all possible 
cases, starting with r = 1. We shall below identify P with [0, IT), and functions defined 
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on $ with n-periodic functions defined on [0, V) using the relation u = (cos v, sin v), 
u E [O,~F). Note that for any 2 x 2 matrix C = (c,), 
h( C, u) = (-c,, + cZ2) cos u sin 21- cl2 sin2 2, + c21 cos2 ~1. 
Recall that we view h( C, .> as a vector field over p’, i.e. for each v, h( C, v) is a scalar. 
Before considering various possible cases, we first study some properties of the 
asymptotic behaviour, as u + CO, of pV. 
5.1. Asymptotic properties of pm 
In all the cases which we shall consider below, the angular process {UT} is the 
solution of a stochastic differential equation on $ of the form 
dU:=h(A, U:)dt+a/3(U;)odW, (5.1) 
and we assume that: 
(Hl) The diffusion coefficient /3 is a smooth n-periodic function which vanishes 
at u, = 0 = n only (resp. vanish both at U, and at v2 = $r). Moreover, v, is a simple 
zero of /3 (resp. U, and u2 are simple zeros of p). 
Of course, (2.6) implies that h(A, 0) = u2, # 0 (resp. that h(A, O)h(A,$r) = 
-a,, a,, # 0). For each (T > 0, { U;T} has a unique invariant measure pc with a smooth 
r-periodic density {p<,(v); u E P}, which is the unique solution of the stationary 
Fokker-Planck equation 
-(h(A, .)p,)‘+~(~‘(P(Pp,,)‘)‘=o. (5.2) 
Since h(A, 0) = u2, #O and h’(A, 0) =-a,, +u~~, we deduce that 
Pb(O) =-& rb2w2(0) + a11 - a221 Pm(O) (5.3) 
and a similar relation between pb($~) and p,($) in case /3 has two zeros. Integrating 
(5.2) yields 
From this, multiplying by p,(v) and integrating over P, we obtain 
P,(O) = 
Similarly, if /3 (+a) = 0, 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
and 
Pm&) = (5.6) 
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Moreover from (5.4), 
MA, V>PAU> - h(A, O)PAO) 
P(u) 
= b2(PpJ’W (5.7) 
which is well defined and makes sense for all ZIE [0, ~1 and moreover for any 
% E [O, nl, 
(5.8) 
Moreover, if p(0) = P&T) =O, both sides of (5.8) vanish for v,=in. 
The following technical Lemmas will be crucial in the sequel. 
Lemma 5.1. Under the assumption (H l), p,, + 6, as u + Co (resp. any accumulation 
pointof{pu,,a+a} isoftheformp&+(l-p)6,,,,forsomep~[O,l]). 
Proof. Any limit ti of a subsequence pV,, (with on+= + do) is an invariant measure of 
dU,=P(D;)OdW, 
i.e. p satisfies 
(P(PP)‘)’ = 0. 
Define D = P - (0) (resp. D = P- (0, $rr}), and let p denote the restriction of p to 
D. Since the operator in the equation for /1 is hypoelliptic on D, fi has a C” density 
{p(v)} which solves 
i.e. 
(P(PP)‘)‘(u) = 0, ZJ E D, 
where P(g) denotes a primitive function of g. But the conditions p(v) a 
O&@(u) due 1 imply that cr = c2 = 0. Thus p = 0. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Assume that (Hl) holds and that h(A,O)= a,, #O (resp. 
h(A, O)h(A, 57~) = -a,2a2, > 0). 
For any neighbourhood V of v, = 0 (resp. of v, = 0 and v2 = 47~) we have 
(i) pm+0 inL”(V’), asa+co, 
(ii) P,(O) + 00 (resp. andp,&) -+ co), ascr+oo, 
(iii) jpb(O)( + co (resp. and (pb($~)( -+ a), as (T + 00. 
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Proof. We first prove (i) by contradiction. We suppose that there exist e0 > 0 and 
asequence{(a,,,v,); n~N}~R+~V~~uchthata,,+~asn+~and 
Wn=&Jun)2E0 tlHErU (5.9) 
Let V’ be a neighbourhood of u1 (resp. of o, and UJ such that v’c V. It follows 
readily from Lemma 5.1 that 
J,, = I ~~,(v)dv+O, as n+oo. (5.10) (V’)’ 
Let A,, =(Jn) , “’ I,,=[u,-A,, v, +A,,]. For n large enough, Z,, c (V’)’ and from 
(5.10) there exist two points 
w,~(~,--d,, G), w:E(u,, v,+A,), 
such that Pi,, s (J,)“‘, p,,,(wz) S (J,)“‘. Let us denote by m; (resp. mz) the 
slope of the line connecting (v,,p,,,(v,)) with (w;, p,,,(w,)) (resp. with 
(w:, Pi,,)). Then 
m, =P,,,(vn)-Pl~,~(w,)> w CJ )p1/2_1 _ 
n n 9 
VII--wn 
and rn,/ W, + CO, as n + 00. The same is true for -m:. Moreover, from the mean 
value theorem, there exist ZJ,, E (w,, 0,) and U: E (zJ,, wz) such that 
&(u,) = m,, pb,,(uin) = mZ. 
Note that we can assume that W,, =p,,,(v,)~p,,,(u,) and W,, opt,. Suppose 
now that a,, > 0. Let us evaluate the Fokker-Planck equation at vi, 
=-a*, 
Pm,,(O) 
2 . 
VII 
(5.11) 
For n large enough, since the two first terms of the left hand side are at most of 
the order of W,,, and /3’ is bounded away from zero on (V’)‘, the left hand side of 
(5.11) is positive, which contradicts the assumption a,, > 0. A similar argument with 
vi replaced by vz gives a contradiction in case a2, ~0. 
It remains to prove (ii) and (iii). Consider first the case where v, = 0 is the unique 
zero of p. Let V be a neighbourhood of 0 which is such that h(A, v) does not vanish 
on c From (5.5), 
P,(O) = 
I 
h(A, v) 
--p;(v) dv+ 
I 
h(A v) 
----p:(v) dv. 
” a21 V’ a2] 
From (i), the second term of the above right hand side tends to zero. Suppose that 
along a subsequence {a,,} tending to infinity, pm,,(O) remains bounded. Then p,,,, 
would be bounded in L*(V), which contradicts Lemma 5.1. (ii) follows, and then 
(iii) from (5.3). 
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In case p(O) =/3($-r) = 0, let V be as above, and W be a neighbourhood of $7~ 
such that h(A, v) does not vanish on E We assume that Vn W=@ From (5.5), 
P,(O) = 
h(A v) Ap:(v) dv+ h(A, v) 
h(A 0) 
&p:(v) dv. 
” a2, W 
a,pt-(v) dv+ 
a21 
But h(A, v)/a,,>O on Vu W, since -a,2a2, > 0. Hence, from the same argument 
as above, p,(O)+o~, as a+~. The same holds for p,(&), from (5.6). (ii) and (iii) 
follow as in the first case. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Assume 
large a, the function 
fJ+Pm(u) 
that (Hl) holds. Then there exists CY > 0 such that for su$iciently 
is increasing on [-a, 0] (resp. and on [fn - a, $r]) if a,, > 0, and is decreasing on 
[0, a] (resp. and on [$IT, $T + a]) otherwise. 
Proof. Let us treat the cases a2, > 0 and p has one zero only. From (5.3), p;(O) > 0 
for CT large enough. Suppose that for some ZJ,,, pi,( v,) = 0. Then from (5.2), 
h’(A, 4 - 
CT2 
+~((P’)‘(vo) +PP”(%)) 
1 
PA%) +~P2(%)P:(%) = 0. (5.12) 
Because p(O) = 0 and p’(0) # 0, there exists cx > 0 such that for all sufficiently large 
(T the coefficient of pm in (5.12) is strictly positive on [-cq (~1. If there exists 
u,, E [-a, a] such that pi,(~) = 0, then P,,(Q) > 0 from (5.4), and hence from (5.12) 
pz( v,,) < 0 and v0 is a relative maximum of prr and necessarily v,> 0. The result 
follows. cl 
We can now discuss the various possible cases for the 2 x 2 matrices Bi satisfying 
(2.5) but not (3.1). 
5.2. r = 1, and B has two distinct real eigenvalues 
After a change of coordinates, since Tr B = 0, we can put B in the form 
b # 0. 
Then h (B, v) = -26 cos v sin v. 
It is easily seen that (Hl) is satisfied, hence Lemma 5.1 applies. Note that 
k7 = C2(Pu,, 41) + (CL,, 40). 
Since q, = b2 sin2 2v vanishes at v = 0 and v = $T, it follows from the lemma that 
k(qi)+O, as g-00, 
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i.e. Y2h, + 0, as u + 00. We now want to determine whether or not A, tends to 
infinity, as (T + 03. For that sake, let us first rewrite A, in a new form. Suppose we 
can find a distribution f0 over P, such that 
&.A = 41. (5.13) 
Then 
A, = (PV, 40+ 0241) = (A, 40+ ‘T2JQJ = (A,, qo- Lo_&), 
because (p,, (Lo+ a2L,)fo) = 0. Since (p,, qo) is bounded by suput,0,2m11qO( u)], it 
remains to study the quantity 
-(/-&, Lo&). 
Note that the latter does not depend on the choice of a particular solution of (5.13), 
i.e. we can choose the constants arbitrarily. Note further that (5.13) may be solved 
in the distributional sense, i.e. f. can be a generalized function and need not be a 
smooth and periodic function. Our argument uses in an essential way the identity 
(CL,,(Lo+a2Ll)fo)=((LX+(T2LT)~~,fO)=0 
which perhaps needs some explanation (as well as the notion of a distribution on 
Pd-‘). Clearly if pV would vanish on a sub-interval of Pd-‘, then everything would 
be restricted to the domain of one local chart, i.e. we could forget about the fact 
that PdP’ is a manifold, and the usual notions of distribution and distributional 
derivation on R would be sufficient. But CL, can be decomposed as pL, = p, + p2, 
where both p, and p2 vanish on an interval, and the desired identity follows by 
linearity. 
Each time we write below a function with a pole at 0 and/or $r, we in fact mean 
its principal part in the sense of Hadamard (see Schwartz [lo]). 
Equation (5.13) has solutions in the sense of distributions, whose derivative satisfy 
fA( 0) = (1-t c) tan z1-t c cot ~1, (5.14) 
where c is an arbitrary constant. Using the notation 
f=g 
to mean that f -g is a bounded function, we have that 
-(L,f,)(v)-a,,(l+c)tanv-a,,ccotv. 
We now need to distinguish two cases. We first suppose that a2,u,2> 0, and treat 
only the case where a2, and a12 are positive, the other case leading to the same 
result. Then the support of CL, is [0, $rr]. In this case, we choose c = -4, SO that 
-2(L,f,)(u)=a,,tanu+a,,c0tu. 
It follows easily from Lemma 5.1 that 
(u,~ tan u + u2, cot v)p,,( V) du 4 ~0 
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as u + ~0, where pV denotes the density of pu,. We then conclude that 
A,+ +oO, as a+co. 
Let us now suppose that Q~,Q,~ < 0. Then the support of pu, is P and Lemmas 5.2 
and 5.3 apply, so that 
p,,(O)+oo, as a+co, (5.15) 
and (in case u2, > 0) pi,(O) +OO. Moreover, pW is increasing on [-a, 0] and on 
[$I- a, $IT] for CT large enough, where (Y > 0 is fixed. We now choose c = -1 in 
(5.14). We denote below by C(C) a bounded function of a, which may differ from 
one line to another. 
I 
a 
= c(u) + a,, co” ’ pm(v) dv 
--u sin v cos v 
= c(u) + a,, I u cos* up,(v)-cos2(-v)p,(-u) dv 0 sin v cos v 
2 C(U) + a*1 
I 
U cos* VP,(V) -P,(O) dv 
0 sin v cos v 
= c(a) - 2b I a hC.4 ~)P,(~) - h(A, O)pAO) dv 0 h(B, ~1 
= c(a) -2b 
I 
=‘* h(A, O)pAO) - h(A, v)P~(v) dv 
OL h(B, v) 
= c(a) -2b 
h(A, O)pAO) - h(A, v)P<,(v) dv 
h(B, 0) 
+ I n’2-a h(A, O)p,(O) - h(A, v)P,(v) dv n sin v cos v 
I 
7-l/2-a 
zc(fl)+ a,,pJO) 
dv h(A, v)p,( v) 
_ 
a sin v cos v sin v cos v dv. 
Here the last inequality holds, since by (5.7) the second term on the left hand 
side equals 
2b*a*p,(&r - a) cos +(T- a) sin& - (u), 
which is positive. In the last expression of the right hand side, the second term 
tends to +cc as u-+00, from (5.15), while the third term tends to zero. We have 
established: 
Theorem 5.4. If r = 1 and B has two distinct real eigenvalues, then 
K2h, + 0 
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5.3. r = 1 and B has a unique real eigenvalue 
Under the assumption that Tr B = 0 we have only to consider the case where the 
corresponding eigenspace is one-dimensional. So in a suitably chosen coordinate 
system B has the form 
B= (5.16) 
Note that (2.6) here implies that a,, # 0; further, that h(B, v) = sin2 v and pC7 
converges to 6,, as u+ 00. Since now the zeros of h( B, v) degenerate to a double 
zero at v = 0, the technique of the previous subsection (estimating (L,f, , p,,) from 
below by p,(O)) cannot be used any more, because there, in particular in (5.12), we 
exploited the fact that h(B, u) has two single zeros at 0 and $T, thus h’( B, 0) and 
h’(B, $T) do not vanish. On the other hand, following the ideas of Pinsky and 
Wihstutz in [9], we will see that the case of this subsection allows a CT dependent 
linear transformation T(V) of the coordinate system such that for each tr> 0 as 
well as for the limit (g + ~0) the corresponding generator is hypoelliptic and therefore 
has a smooth invariant measure. We remark here that a c-dependent linear transfor- 
mation would not help in the previous case of B = (A !1). Because there, whatever 
T(o), the diagonal elements of the transformed matrix T(q) BT(r)-’ are of order 
co, so that the leading term in ;a2h( B, v)’ is of order u2, or higher, and therefore 
cannot contribute to the expansion of A,, since K2h, + 0 as (T + ~0. 
The idea in [9] for the nilpotent situation (5.16) is to ‘stretch’ the unit circle (in 
the direction of the ordinate) in such a way that the limit measure looks smooth 
rather than like the Dirac measure &. For this end we transform R2 linearly by 
T= 
where c depends on u in an appropriate way to be determined later. In the new 
a-dependent coordinate system the matrices read 
A = TAT-’ = _;‘I Cal2 
> 
= i ckAk, 
c a21 a22 kc-, 
where 
and 
, 
i = TBT-’ = cB. 
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Therefore, since the function h depends linearly on the matrix, 
h(A, v)= i ckh(Ak, v) 
k=-I 
=c-‘a,,[h(/i, v)+ca,-:h(A,, v)+c2a;;h(A,, v)], 
and 
We would like that C(V) + 0 as CT + 00. Then in order for the leading term of the 
drift part h(A, v) to balance the diffusion term, we must choose c such that 
c-‘a 2, = u2c2 or 
c = a-2/3a’/3 
21 . (5.17) 
With this choice of c the generator of the transformed system becomes 
L(o) = f?a::3 ; &-2/3)lL,, (5.18) 
I=0 
where 
L,=f( -sin2 U$)2+Cos2 Uk 
is hypoelliptic on P and 
d 
L,=u;~‘~(-a,,+~,,) cos vsin v- 
dv ’ 
L2 = ~;;‘~(-a,~) sin2 II:, 
further. 
&2/W 919 
I=0 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
with 
Q,, = i(sin2 2, - 2 sin2 u cos’ v) + cos 27 sin v, 
Q, = a~f’“(a,, cos2 v+ az2 sin2 v), (5.22) 
Q2= ‘,;;I3 ’ a,, cos ~1 sin u. 
We regard LO in (5.19) as the generator of the projection onto P’ of the system 
A 
dX=AXdt+BXodW,, A= (5.23) 
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By Theorem 2.1, since Lo is hypoelliptic on $, there is a unique invariant measure 
puo on [Ip with a C” density p0 satisfying 
Lo*po=O, 
and the top Lyapunov exponent of (5.23) is 
&= 
I 
n Qo(u)p,(n) dv, (5.24) 
0 
with Q. from (5.22). Moreover, since A and B cannot be transformed simultaneously 
into skew-symmetric matrices, 
i,>Tra=O. 
When substituting Lo from (5.19) for L, and p. for hu, in Lemma 4.2 we see that 
the Poisson equations 
Lofo= Qo-io, 
Lof,=Q,-L&-k, 
Lofi = Q2 - L,fi -&So-x2, 
Lof3=-Lf*-L2fl-~3, 
(5.25) 
have smooth solutions f, , f, , . . . , fk on $, if the constants ak are chosen as 
io=(Qo,~o>, 
i = (Q, - Lfo, po), 
iz = (92 - Lfi - bfo, PO), 
(5.26) 
ik = (-Lh-I -L&2, PO)- 
If we replace now in A, = (T~‘~u:{~(C~=, u(~*‘~)‘Q,, pV)Qo by Lofo+io, Q1 by Lofi + 
Llfo+i,, etc., . . ., according to (5.25), then we obtain similarly as in the proof of 
Proposition 4.2, 
where 
rr = (-Llfk - LZfk--l - ~-2’3L2fky !&> (5.27) 
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is uniformly bounded in a> 0 by max{ll,&( u)] + IL&,( u)( + lLZfk(v)I; v E P} < ~0, 
since fk-, and fk are smooth functions and pm(P) = Vu> 0. So we have proved: 
Theorem 5.5. If r = 1 and B has a unique eigenvalue with a one-dimensional eigenspace, 
then 
h v = 02Pa2/3i + 21 0 
a;(“i, + (rp21’a;(3i2+ . . . + &2/3)(k-1)a;(3~k 
+0(&2/“k) 
where a2t # 0, x0 = ( Qo, po) > 0 and the ik are given by (5.26). 0 
Note that in case A = (at, i) = a,,& A, = A, = 0, thus L, = L2 = 0 and Q, = Q2 = 0. 
Therefore by (5.26) and (5.27), i, = . . . = ik = 0 and r,, = 0, so that exactly 
A, = 02”a:{3io Vu > 0. 
5.4. r> 1, B,, . . . , B, have two distinct common eigenvectors 
Let us call x and y these two normalized eigenvectors. Since Tr Bk = 0, k = 1, . . . , r, 
there exist r real numbers b,, . . . , b, such that 
&= bk[X@X-y@y], 1s kc r. 
If we note B=x@x-y@y, we have 
i BkX,OdW:=BX,O 
k=l 
[j, bkdw:]. 
We see that we are reduced to the case considered in Section 5.2, for which Theorem 
5.4 applies. 
5.5. r>l, B,, . . ., B, have a unique eigenvalue, with the same unique eigenvector 
Suppose w.1.o.g. that (A) is the common eigenvector of the Bk’s. Since again Tr Bk = 
O,lsk<r, we have 
& = 
and it is easily seen that this case reduces to the one considered in Section 5.3, 
which means that the conclusion of Theorem 5.5 still holds in the case considered 
here. 
5.6. r>l, Bt,. . ., B, have one common eigenvector 
We assume here that at least one of the Bk’s has another eigenvector, which is not 
shared by ah the Bk’s. 
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Suppose w.1.o.g. that the common eigenvector is (1 0)’ and Tr Bk = 0. Then the 
Bk’s are upper triangular of the form 
B, = 
h(&, v) = -2bk cos v sin v - ck sin2 v, k = 1, . . . , r, and the equation for { uy}, con- 
sidered as a process with values in P = [0, rr), can be rewritten in the form 
dU;=h(A, U:)dt+c+(U;)~dW, (5.28) 
where 
P(v)2 = ki, h(&, v)2 
= 4 sin2 v c [ b’k cos2 v + b&k cos v sin v + ($&)2 sin2 V] 
k=l 
= 4 sin2 v[lb12 cos2 v +2(b, $c) cos v sin v + l&l’ sin2 v] 
with b=(b, ,..., b,)‘, c=(c ,,..., c,)‘. Because of the above hypotheses, p has a 
unique simple zero at vr = 0; moreover lb1 ICI > 0. Since we may use the linear 
transformation 
with ItI =21bl/l ) c , we can assume w.1.o.g. that ]fc\ = lbl, (b, $c) = Ib12(b/lbl, C/ICI) and 
that -y:= (b/\bl, c/lcl)<O. Then 
p’(v) = 4(b12 sin2 vg( v), 
where 
g(v) = 1-2~ cos v sin v. 
The only zero of p is v, = 0; y < 1, hence g(v) > 6 > 0 for any v E [0, rr]. 
As in Section 5.2, we shall now solve equation (5.13) for f0 and compute Lo& = 
h(A, v)fA. Then we shall show that (-p,, L,f,) tends to infinity as u + co. 
Equation (5.13) has a particular solutionfO in the distributional sense, the deriva- 
tive of which is given by 
2 
I 
v q,(u) - - 
f6(v)=p(v) 71/z P(U) d”. 
We recall that f0 need not be periodic nor smooth. We think of f0 as an integrable 
function, hence a distribution. We have 
q,(v) = P’(v)+ lb12r sin v cos v - 21 b12 sin2 v 
= 1 b12(4 sin2 vg( v) + 2 y cos v sin v - 2 sin2 v) 
= 2(b12(sin2 vg(v) - y cos v sin v(sin2 v -cos’ v)), 
$$=lbl(sinvm+ycosvg). 
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A primitive of q, (v)/p (v) is given by 
Q( v)f;l( v) = -(bl cos v&F). 
Hence 
where from (2.6) a,, # 0, and 1 is a bounded function. 
We now estimate -(p,,, L,f,) from below. Since /3 has a unique simple zero at 
v = 0 (--T), and h(A, 0) = a,, # 0, Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 guarantee that p,(O) + 00 as 
CT + ~0 and that there is a fixed (Y > 0 such that for sufficiently large CT, pV is increasing 
on [-a, 0) (in case us1 > 0). We also recall (5.7) and (5.8). 
With the notation used above, assuming that u2, > 0 (the other case can be treated 
similarly), we obtain, with an appropriate choice of a small enough cx > 0, 
-hn Lf,) = 4~) + ~2, J oT ~PAu) dv 
J 
u 
=c((T)+u*l 
cos* v 
~(I cos v sin v 
p,,(v) dv 
= c(c) + a*, J OL (cos2 v/cos V)&(U)-(co?(-v)/cos(-v))p,(-v) dv 0 sin v 
= c(a)+2(blu2, 
a (rnlcos 0) cos* up,(u)-&mcos ?I&-v) dv 
2lblm sin u 
Since &o cos v G 1 and p,,(-v) <p,(O) on [0, CY], we conclude that 
-b, Lo_&)> cW+2lbb,, j- u (rn/cos VI cos* f-Ycr(~) -P,(O) dv 
0 P(v) 
3 c(a)+2lblu,, 
ax* V<,(V) -P,(O) dv 
P(v) 
= c(m)+2lbl 
cI h(A, v)pAv) - h(A, O)P<AO) dv 
P(v) 
= ~(~-)--2lbl 
TT h(A, v)pAu) - h(A, O)PAO) dv 
P(v) 
Tipa ’ -dv P,(O) 
a P(v) 1 
J 71 ;cT*(&,)‘(v) dv ii--u 
2 c(a) +J2p,(0) 
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which tends to infinity as (~+a, since J2 = 2)bl j:-” (l/p(v)) du is positive and 
independent of (T and p,(O) + co as u + 00. So we have shown: 
Theorem 5.6. If r > 1, B, , . . . , B, have a common eigenvector, and at least one B, 
(1 s j G r) has another eigenvector which is not shared by all other Bk’s then 
A,+co and uP2h, + 0, asa+oo. 0 
5.7. Conclusion 
The results for the case d = 2 can be summarized as follows. If the Bk’s can all be 
made skew-symmetric (i.e. (3.1) holds), then the restricted Hiirmander condition 
(2.10) is automatically satisfied (since d = 2) and we have the stabilizing situation 
of Corollary 3.2 with A, ++[a,, + az2]. 
Suppose now that (3.1) does not hold. Consider /3, the diffusion coefficient in 
(5.1). If p has no zero, then A,, grows like Aa* (with I> 0) as a+co. If p has one 
zero or more, then A tends to +CO as u tends to +03, but K2A, tends to zero. 
Example 5.7. Consider the white noise driven oscillator 
3+(Y+utt)Y =o (5.29) 
with positive or negative restoring force. The associated Lyapounov exponent A,, 
tends to + ~0 as u -+ ~0, but F2A, tends to zero. In the case y = 0 we have exactly 
A, = u2j3 for all u 2 0. A large noise analysis of the real noise version of (5.29) is 
performed in Arnold, Papanicolaou, Wihstutz [3], but with y replaced by yO+ uy, . 
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